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Make your Treo smartphone live up to its name. Treo Essentials will show you how to get the most out of your Treo 600 or 650 smartphone without making you feel anything but smart. You already know the basics and this book will take you beyond them. You'll learn how to synchronize with a PC, launch applications while making a phone call, and take and share pictures. You'll find out how to use e-mail and instant messaging, and how to secure your Treo with passwords, work over virtual private networks and use anti-virus protection software. There's so much more to your Treo 600 or 650 smartphone than meets the eye. Let Treo Essentials help you uncover its mysteries!

About author

Michael Morrison is a writer, developer, toy inventor, and author of a variety of computer technology books and interactive Web-based courses. In addition to his primary profession as a writer and freelance nerd for hire, Michael is the creative lead at Stalefish Labs, an entertainment company he co-founded with his wife, Masheed. The first commercial debut for Stalefish Labs is a traditional social/trivia game called Tall Tales: The Game of Legends and Creative One-Upmanship ( http://www.talltalesgame.com/). When not glued to his computer, playing hockey, skateboarding, or watching movies with his wife, Michael enjoys hanging out by his koi pond while he surfs the wireless Web. You can visit Michael on the Web and discuss this book at http://www.michaelmorrison.com/.

Michael's previous books include BlackBerry in a Snap, Special Edition Using Pocket PC 2002, The Unauthorized Guide to Pocket PC, Beginning Mobile Phone Game Programming, and Sams Teach Yourself Wireless Java in 21 Days.
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The Hypothetical Species: Variables of Human EvolutionSpringer, 2019

	
		This book is a provocative and invigorating real-time exploration of the future of human evolution by two of the world’s leading interdisciplinary ecologists – Michael Charles Tobias and Jane Gray Morrison. Steeped in a rich multitude of the sciences and humanities, the book enshrines an elegant narrative that is highly...
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Handbook of Swarm Intelligence: Concepts, Principles and Applications (Adaptation, Learning, and Optimization)Springer, 2011


	Swarm Intelligence is a collection of nature-inspired algorithms under the big umbrella

	of evolutionary computation. They are population based algorithms. A population

	of individuals (potential candidate solutions) cooperating among themselves and

	statistically becoming better and better over generations and eventually finding (a)...
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The Viability of Organizations Vol. 3: Designing and Changing OrganizationsSpringer, 2019

	The design process for organizational structures sometimes resembles a random walk, especially when it is embedded in an arena of competing personal interests and power games. Many organizations still lack clear guidance and are therefore seeking a rigorous, nuanced, and impartial methodology for the design and development of their...
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Final Cut Express 2 Editing Workshop (DV Expert Series)CMP Books, 2004
Nonlinear, or digital, editing involves the manipulation of digitized video. Software applications permit the editor to cut, splice, make transitions, and edit film more precisely than was ever possible with conventional film editing techniques. Final Cut Express 2 is an inexpensive version of Apple's Final Cut Pro software, the leading nonlinear...
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Chemical Engineering Design, Fourth Edition: Chemical Engineering Volume 6Butterworth-Heinemann, 2005
Chemical Engineering Design is one of the best-known and widely adopted texts available for students of chemical engineering. It deals with the application of chemical engineering principles to the design of chemical processes and equipment. Revised throughout, the fourth edition covers the latest aspects of process design, operations, safety, loss...
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Quantum Mechanics and Quantum InformationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A thorough definition of the basic concepts of quantum mechanics and quantum information and their interrelations.  

	

	Alongside a thorough definition of the basic concepts and their interrelations, backed by numerous examples, this textbook features a rare discussion of the quantum information theory. It also...
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